Academic Year 2015/2016

Majeed Abimbola   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Opeyemi Afolabi   Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Melinda Agapito   Geography   PhD
Yahia Ahmed   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Aghil Alae   Mathematics & Statistics   PhD
Alireda Aljaroudi   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Abdullah Nasser Alodhayb   Physics & Physical Oceanography   PhD
Erfan Aref-Eshghi   Medicine   PhD
Ernest Awoonor-Williams   Chemistry   M.Sc.
Melanie Barnes   Earth Sciences   M.Sc.
Terra Barrett   Folklore   MA
Michael Bartellas   Medicine   M.Sc.
Jerlyn Bohms   Archaeology   MA
Cassidy Brothers   Medicine   M.Sc.
Louis Charron   Biology   M.Sc.
Paula Coady   Education   M.Ed.
Peter Coleman   Medicine   MPH
Mihajlo Curcic   Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Natalie Dale   Nursing   MN
Mirella De Oliveira Leis   Geography   M.Sc.
Pijush Debnath   Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Lesley Derraugh   Gender Studies   MGS
Bentotage DeSilva   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Katalin Devaine-Pressing   Chemistry   PhD
Therese Dobrota   Archaeology   MA
Edward Dodd   History   MA
Angela Dolomount   Music   M.Mus.
Alireza Ebrahimi   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Monica Engel   Geography   M.Sc.
Lauren Fogarty   Medicine   M.Sc.
Davis Forman   Human Kinetics & Recreation   M.Kin.
Sylvia Grills   Sociology   MA
Jennifer Hall   Biology   PhD
Spencer Hartman   Music   M.Mus.
Nicholas Hartmann   Folklore   PhD
Tahir Hasman   Medicine   M.Sc.
Seyed Javad Hashemi   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Dinesh Herath   Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Md. Raju Hossain   Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Xiaotong Huo   Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Dakota Inglis   Medicine   MPH
Kaylen Janes   Environmental Science   M.Env.Sc.
Kielyn Jenkins   Medicine   MPH
Dion Kelly   Cognitive and Behavioural Ecology   M.Sc.
Ayub Khezrnejad   Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Kelcey King    Biology     M.Sc.
Matthew King    History     MA
Laura Klein    Nursing     MN
Bruce Knox    Medicine     MPH
Ronald Lewis    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Bruno Lainetti Gianasi  Aquaculture      M.Sc.
Yake Li    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Yuzhu Li    Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Zelin Li    Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Ming Liu    Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Yi Liu    Chemistry     M.Sc.
Yi Liu    Chemistry     PhD
Stefanie Lode    Earth Sciences    PhD
Sakib Mahmood    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Githeure Peter M’Angale Biology PhD
Laura Malone    Nursing     MN
Fatemeh Mansour Kiaie Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Chunxia Mao    Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Yashodha Marambage Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Evan Martin    Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Craig Mercer    Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Eric Merzetti    Biology     PhD
Mahsa Moayedi Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Erin Mobley    Gender Studies     MGS
Shirin Modarresi Medicine     M.Sc.
Erfan Mohagheghian Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng.
Soroosh Mohammadafzali Engineering & Applied Science  M.Eng
Laura Moncion Humanities     M.Phil.
Aninda Mondal    Engineering & Applied Science  M. Eng.
Anirudh Nandan    Engineering & Applied Science  M. Eng.
Doo Xuan Nguyen    Business Administration MBA
Kajjie Ni    Chemistry     PhD
Maggie O’Dea    Business Administration MBA
Jonathan Parsons English Language & Literature PhD
Valerie Parsons    Chemistry     M.Sc.
Mackenzie Patrick Earth Sciences     M.Sc.
Devin Philpott    Human Kinetics & Recreation M.Kin.
Caitlin Piercey History     MA
Jing Ping    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Chloe Poitevin Geography     MA
Stephanie Pomeroy Medicine     MPH
Amy Powell    Medicine     M.Sc.
Marlene Power Humanities     M.Phil.
Melissa Power Medicine     MPH
Bruce Quinton    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Taufiqur Rahman    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
C. Michelle Randell Nursing     MN
Mohamed Raouf Seyam  Business Administration   MBA
Seyed Razavi    Engineering & Applied Science  PhD
Coralee Ridder  Chemistry   M.Sc.
Matthew Rittenhouse  Biology   M.Sc.
Jason Robinson    Biochemistry    PhD
Robert Rogers  Biology   M.Sc.
Victoria Rogers  Geography    MA
Nakita Ryan  History   MA
Dustin Schornagel  Biology   M.Sc.
Amin MD. Shakawat    Medicine   PhD
Amy Sheppard  Gender Studies    MGS
Nicholi Shiell  Computer Science   M.Sc.
Frankie Slade  Biology   M.Sc.
Jennifer Slade  Biology   PhD
Regina Sopper    Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Taylor Stocks  Humanities   M.Phil.
Amy Tanner  Biology   M.Sc.
Yuanchi Tian    Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Molly Touzel  Medicine   MPH
Nathan Taylor  Medicine   M.Sc.
Carole Therrien  Humanities   M.Phil.
Arlan Vriens  Music   M.Mus.
Kimberley Wakeford  Gender Studies   MGS
Meng Wang  Medicine   M.Sc.
Sophia Werden-Abrams  Music   M.Mus.
Tristan Whalen-Hughes  Music   M.Mus.
Neal Willcott  Business Administration   MBA
Hongjing Wu  Engineering & Applied Science   PhD
Qingyun Yan    Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Xiao Yu  Mathematics & Statistics   PhD
Reza Zeinali Torbati  Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.
Yang Zhang  Physics & Physical Oceanography   PhD
Abir Zubayer  Engineering & Applied Science   M.Eng.